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E4_B8_AD_E8_8B_B1_E8_c64_188359.htm 1. Neither he nor I ___

for the plan.a. were b. is c. are d. am2. My family as well as I ___ glad

to see you.a. was b. is c. are d. am3. My father, together with some of

his old friends, ___ there already.a. will be b. had been c. has been d.

have been4. There are two roads and either ___ to the station.a. is

leading b. are leading c. lead d. leads5. Nine plus three ___ twelve.a.

are making b. is making c. make d. makes6. Twenty miles ___ a long

way to cover.a. seem to be b. is c. are d. were7. Very few ___ his

address in the town.a. has known b. are knowing c. know d. knows8.

When and where this took place ___ still unknown.a. has b. is c.

were d. are9. I know that all ___ getting on well with her.a. were b.

are c. is d. was10. The rest of the novel ___ very interesting.a. seem b.

is c. are d. were11. Our family ___ a happy one.a. are b. was c. are d.

is12. The boy sitting by the window is the only one of the students

who ___ from the countryside in our school.a. was b. were c. is d.

are13. More than one answer ___ to the question.a. had given b.

were given c. has been given d. have been given14. The students in

our school each ___ an English dictionary.a. are having b. had c. has

d. have15. The pair of shoes ___ worn out.a. had been b. have been

c. were d. was16. A professor and a writer ___ present at the

meeting.a. had been b. were c. is d. was17. Those who ___ singing

may join us.a. is fond of b. enjoy c. likes d. are liking18. There ___ a

knife and fork on the table.a. are b. is seeming to be c. seem to be d.



seems to be19. Over 80 percent of the population ___ workers.a. will

be b. are c. is d. was20. The whole class ___ greatly moved at his

words.a. is b. had c. were d. wasKEYS 1-10 DCCDD BCBCB 11-20
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